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THE SKO-12 Shorty
The Fastest, Shortest, Semi- Auto Shotgun on the market!!!

Standard Manufacturing Co, LLC based in New Britain, CT announces the release of their SKO-12
Shorty, a magazine fed, gas operated semi-automatc shotgun.

Machined from 7075 aircraf grade aluminum with the latest technology in CNC machining, the 
SKO Shorty is lightweight and durable. The muzzle is threaded to accept a wide variety of choke 
tubes, door breechers, and accessories. The SKO Shorty is MIL-SPEC with a hard anodized fnish 
on the upper and lower receiver. An ambidextrous safety allows for use in strong or weak hand 
situatons, while also using familiar AR-style controls. The SKO Shorty possesses the most 
reliable gas operaton system available with smooth and fawless operaton across a variety of 
loads.

Sportng an 18" barrel qualifes the SKO Shorty as a shotgun with a 26"" overall length, which is 
equivalent to the short pump shotguns currently on the market.  The barrel will accept both 2 
¾” and 3” shot shells.  The SKO Shorty utlizes its superior frepower over pump shotguns due to
the fast semi auto acton and quick interchange of magazines.  Included with the shotgun is one
5 round magazine with optonal 2, 5, or 10 round magazines available.

Standard Manufacturing’s SKO-12 Shorty features a standard mate black fnish and is available 
through authorized Standard Manufacturing dealers natonwide. More informaton is available 
at htpp://stdgun.com



The SKO-12 Shorty by Standard Manufacturing Company, is the Fastest, Shortest, Semi- Auto 
Shotgun on the market!

Machined from 7075 aircraf grade aluminum with the latest technology in CNC machining, the 
SKO Shorty is lightweight and durable.  The barrel is 18” with a 26"” overall length.  The SKO 
accepts both 2 ¾” and 3” shells and has a threaded muzzle to accept choke tubes, door 
breechers, and other accessories.  It was specifcall designed to utlize familiar AR-style controls 
and comes standard with an ambidextrous safety.  Included with the shotgun is one 5 round 
magazine with optonal 2, 5, or 10 round magazines available.  Lastly, the SKO Shorty possesses 
the most reliable gas operaton system available with smooth and fawless operaton across a 
variety of loads.

Standard Manufacturing Co, LLC based in New Britain, CT announces the release of their SKO-12
Shorty, a magazine fed, gas operated semi-automatc shotgun.

The muzzle is threaded to accept a wide variety of choke tubes, door breechers, and 
accessories. The SKO Shorty is MIL-SPEC with a hard anodized fnish on the upper and lower 
receiver. An ambidextrous safety allows for use in strong or weak hand situatons, while also 
using familiar AR-style controls. 

Sportng an 18" barrel qualifes the SKO Shorty as a shotgun with a 26"" overall length, which is 
equivalent to the short pump shotguns currently on the market.  The barrel will accept both 2 
¾” and 3” shot shells.  The SKO Shorty utlizes its superior frepower over pump shotguns due to
the fast semi auto acton and quick interchange of magazines.  

Standard Manufacturing’s SKO-12 Shorty features a standard mate black fnish and is available 
through authorized Standard Manufacturing dealers natonwide. More informaton is available 
at htpp://stdgun.com


